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ABSTRACT
Security in computing systems is based upon having correct and
secure software, firmware, and hardware. Formal reasoning is capable of providing solid assurance about correctness and security
for software and firmware, and formal reasoning about hardware
correctness has advanced significantly in recent years. However,
formal reasoning about system security is in its infancy. The security
of software systems is often reliant upon cryptographic foundations
and development artifacts open to peer review, such as formal protocol and algorithm specifications and proofs of correctness. The
security of hardware systems, however, is virtually always based
upon secrecy and limited amounts of testing. RISC-V presents an
opportunity to change the state of system security assurance for
the better. As a first step in this direction, we describe a formally
verified cryptographic extension to RISC-V and its assurance case.
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1

INTRODUCTION

For a computing system to be secure, it must have correct and
secure software, firmware, and hardware. Formal reasoning and
rigorous development techniques are capable of providing solid assurance about software and firmware correctness and security. Formal reasoning capabilities for hardware correctness have advanced
significantly in recent years, and are becoming more widely used.
However, formal reasoning about hardware security and system
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security (i.e., the security of particular combinations of software,
firmware, and hardware) is in its infancy.
In software, security assurance cases typically rely upon well
studied cryptographic foundations and development artifacts open
to peer review, such as formal protocol specifications, formal algorithm specifications, and proofs of correctness. In hardware, however, security assurance is nearly always based upon secrecy and
limited amounts of testing, with no formal proofs and minimal, if
any, peer review.
The open RISC-V ecosystem presents an opportunity to change
the state of system security assurance for the better, by enabling for
hardware the open peer review and independent formal verification
already available for high assurance software. As a proof of this
concept we have built a formally verified cryptographic extension
to RISC-V, incorporated it into a small system, and developed an
assurance case spanning the system’s hardware, firmware, and
software. Here, we primarily describe the cryptographic extension
and the assurance techniques we used to verify its correctness,
as compared to typical assurance techniques used for validated
cryptographic systems.

2

CRYPTOGRAPHIC IMPLEMENTATION
ASSURANCE
2.1 The Status Quo
Assurance in today’s hardware and software cryptographic implementations is primarily achieved through validation against
national standards like the U.S. Federal Information Processing
Standard 140-2 [11] (FIPS 140) and associated Implementation Guidance [12]. FIPS 140, which has not been updated since 2001, has 4
levels (called simply “Level 1” through “Level 4”). At the lowest security level (Level 1), validation requires the presence of structured
documentation of various kinds for the system’s cryptographic
functionality, and that the system passes all relevant tests mandated by the NIST Cryptographic Algorithm Verification Program
(CAVP). At higher security levels, validation also requires physical
tamper-evidence and role-based authentication (Level 2); physical
tamper-resistance, identity-based authentication, and a separation
between the module’s interfaces for “critical security parameters”
and its other interfaces (Level 3); and stricter physical security
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requirements including robustness in the face of environmental attacks (Level 4). At no security level does FIPS require any resistance
to side-channel attacks (e.g., differential power analysis).
CAVP tests—the only part of the FIPS standard that touches
upon the correctness of cryptographic algorithm implementations—
consist of large sets of test vectors, one for each cryptographic
algorithm under test, generated on-demand by an independent test
laboratory (“lab”) for each evaluation. The lab supplies these test
vectors to the vendor of the cryptographic module, who runs the
module against those vectors and returns the results to the lab.
The lab then evaluates the results and validates each cryptographic
algorithm that performs correctly on all test vectors.
Unfortunately, CAVP testing covers only a minuscule fraction of
the state space. A typical set of vectors for the AES-128 block cipher
contains anywhere from 20 to 1000 key and block pairs. With a
key size of 128 bits and a block size of 128 bits, this means that
the largest sets of test vectors cover on the order of 10−72 % of the
state space. CAVP testing also relies entirely on the vendor to run
test vectors through the actual implementation being validated, as
opposed to submitting results generated by another, already known
correct implementation to “game” the validation process.
In practice, many cryptographic implementations have received
FIPS validation and been later found to be insecure. For example,
OpenSSL has had FIPS validated versions since 2012, but many of
these were vulnerable to the Heartbleed bug [13]. Moreover, once
a cryptographic module is FIPS validated, any change—no matter
how small or critical—requires revalidation. In practice, this means
that when a bug like Heartbleed is discovered, FIPS validated cryptographic modules either remain vulnerable for months until they
are revalidated with new mitigations, or lose their validation when
patched. Of course, FIPS validated hardware modules that cannot
be patched remain vulnerable for as long as they are deployed.
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performing runtime verification via bisimulation, and more. Implementations are realized either in software or hardware, as discussed
in the next two subsections.

Software. Much like reasoning about models, one can reason
about software implementations in a variety of different ways. Is
an implementation correct with respect to a given model? Does an
implementation have specific kinds of security vulnerabilities, such
as a timing side-channel?
Several different formal methods techniques, each of which has
different sub-flavors, are used to reason about implementations;
these include abstract interpretation, logic-based reasoning, model
checking, and runtime verification.
Academic and commercial tools have good support for reasoning
about a few very popular programming languages and platforms,
such as C, Java (both the programming language and virtual machine), and Microsoft’s C#, Spec#, and F# programming languages
and .NET platform. A number of assurance-focused programming
languages and platforms, such as SPARK, also have good reasoning
support.
Our recent public case studies in these matters include work on
synthesizing formally verifiable high-performance cryptographic
implementations in C or LLVM [8] and work on formally verifying
Amazon’s s2n TLS library [6].

Hardware. The state of the art in formal verification of cryptographic implementations in hardware is considerably less pervasive
in academic literature, and profoundly less transparent.
The vast majority of companies that implement hardware cryptography provide no information whatsoever about the hardware’s
security or assurance. This is true of broadly deployed technol2.2 Applied Formal Methods for Cryptography
ogy, including cryptographic instruction extensions to mainstream
processors like Intel’s AES-NI, enclaves like Intel’s SGX, ARM’s
Using today’s applied formal methods tools, we can formally verify
TrustZone, and Apple’s Secure Enclave, and hardware roots of trust
both correctness and security properties of cryptographic models,
like the various implementations of the Trusted Platform Module
in the form of algorithms and protocols, and their implementations
standards. While this information is commonly available for virin both hardware and software.
tually all mainstream software cryptography, it is almost entirely
Models: Algorithms and Protocols. Algorithms and protocols can
absent for specialized cryptographic hardware implementations
be formally specified and mechanized using several different forsuch as co-processors, daughter cards, and hardware security modmal methods tools. The appropriate choice of tool depends upon
ules from companies like Intel, Texas Instruments, Thales, and
several factors: (1) what kind of reasoning one wants to do about
Utimaco.
the model; (2) whether or not one wants to relate the model to
Our experiments with open source and commercial tools have
concrete implementations; (3) what hardware design languages or
shown us that hardware “formal” tools are unlikely to be able to reaprogramming languages those implementations are written in; and
son about the correctness of even simple cryptographic algorithms.
(4) whether or not one wants the specification to be executable.
These tool limitations are not a fundamental problem with respect
Verification of correctness or security properties is either symbolic—
to certification and validation of cryptographic modules for federal
reasoning about the model from a logical point of view—or computational—government use under current standards (though they do, as we
reasoning about adversarial capability. For the most important alhave noted, lead to the validation of modules that have egregious
gorithms or protocols, one typically wants to perform both kinds
security flaws). However, these limitations are a significant problem
of reasoning.
for high-assurance secure systems, particularly those deployed by
Models are used as reference specifications for the formal verifithe Department of Defense and the Intelligence Community, which
cation or rigorous validation of hardware or software implementaregularly hand-design cryptographic hardware implementations at
tions. In addition to reasoning about models, one can use them in a
the mask level precisely because they do not trust the capabilities,
variety of other (typically automated) ways, including synthesizprovenance, and assurance provided by industry’s EDA tools.
ing implementations, generating testbenches, measuring coverage,
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2.3

The Near Future

The introduction of applied formal methods into the security validation process would represent a dramatic improvement over the
status quo. Formal verification can provide much better assurance
of algorithm correctness than small sets of test vectors, and can also
detect information flow issues that lead to security vulnerabilities.
Reusing assurance artifacts like proofs and automatically generated
security testbenches also means that revalidation can have higher
assurance with only differential cost and effort [7].
In order to have an impact on cryptographic hardware assurance, we must advance the state-of-the-art in formal verification
tools for hardware verification. We tackle this problem by (1) shifting our perspective, (2) choosing to use automated synthesis over
manual work whenever possible, (3) concurrently using a variety
of tools and techniques to design, implement, validate, and verify
cryptographic modules, and (4) bringing the best R&D from applied
formal methods from the software world to hardware.
Our perspective on this challenge is that modern hardware engineering is very much like outdated software engineering. Thus,
we can repurpose and adapt many recent research concepts and results in applied formal methods for software to the hardware space.
The work summarized in this paper, that of formally verifying a
cryptographic extension to a RISC-V processor, is exactly of this
nature.

3

A FORMALLY VERIFIED AES EXTENSION
TO RISC-V

Our proof of concept for the techniques discussed above is a formally verified AES extension to an existing RISC-V processor, Bluespec’s Piccolo [1], which is implemented in Bluespec SystemVerilog
(BSV). The RISC-V ecosystem is an ideal place for this sort of experimentation, for several reasons: the open source nature of the ISA
itself; the wide variety of freely available IP; and rapidly growing
interest in RISC-V on the part of both government and industry.
We extended Galois’s existing formal methods tools with the
ability to formally reason about properties of a core subset of the
BSV language, and used the resulting tools to formally verify our
AES extension.

3.1

Our AES Specifications and
Implementations

We used multiple independent formal specifications of AES, and
developed and verified multiple firmware and software implementations, in the course of this work. Our AES specifications are based
on the NIST Advanced Encryption Standard [10] and are written
in Cryptol [9], Galois’s cryptography specification language. They
describe two different “flavors” of AES—known as S-box and T-box
architectures—that are semantically equivalent but have substantially different internal construction.
For software and firmware, we used open source off-the-shelf C
implementations of AES as well as an implementation synthesized
from one of our Cryptol specifications. Our hardware implementation was written by hand in BSV, mimicking the S-box-based
Cryptol specification. We did not implement our AES RISC-V extension as a proper instruction set extension, due primarily to time
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constraints in the project; instead, we implemented it as a RISC-V coprocessor that uses DMA to read/write key and text blocks from/to
main memory, controlled and synchronized via memory-mapped
CSRs.

3.2

Our AES Verifications

Galois’s verification toolkit, the Software Analysis Workbench
(SAW) [3], uses symbolic execution to translate implementations
and specifications into formal models. In so doing, it executes code
on symbolic inputs, effectively unrolling loops and translating the
code into a circuit representation. Symbolic execution is well suited
to verifying cryptographic algorithms, in part due to their frequent
use of bounded loops. The most common use of SAW is to prove
equivalence between Cryptol specifications of algorithms and concrete implementations of those algorithms.
In this project, we used SAW both to verify the mutual equivalence of all our Cryptol AES specifications and to verify that our
BSV AES implementation correctly implements the Cryptol specifications. Because we had not previously performed any verifications
of BSV code, we first needed to mechanize a core subset of BSV and
incorporate that mechanization in an extension to SAW.

3.3

Rigorously Validating Synthesized Verilog
RTL

In the space of applied formal methods, rigorously validating an
implementation amounts to testing that implementation against a
model in a fashion that finds the greatest number of bugs with the
least human effort and computational cost. We generally perform
such validation using three main techniques.
First, we can synthesize a testbench based upon the model and
its implementations. Using a whitebox analysis framework such
as PEX [15], one can automatically synthesize the smallest set of
non-isomorphic tests that has the largest implementation coverage.
Using a model-based testbench generator, such as JMLUnitNG [17],
one can generate a testbench that respects the shape and nature
of the model, automatically identifying interesting modules, types,
and values to cover all corner cases of the model.
Second, we can “fuzz” the implementation and its testbench
using American Fuzzy Lop [16] and testing frameworks such as
CUTE [5], KLEE [2], PITest [14], and QuickCheck [4]. These tools
and techniques “level up” runtime verification testing tremendously,
discovering design flaws, incorrect assumptions in models, and
implementation bugs.
Finally, we can write a rigorously designed testbench to perform positive and negative property runtime verification. We took
this approach for this case study, building a rigorously designed
testbench whose scenarios are entirely driven by the abstract state
machines of the software, firmware, and hardware layers. Given our
experience in writing these kinds of testbenches, we can guarantee
100% architectural coverage, abstract state machine value and path
coverage, scenario coverage, and function coverage.
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3.4

Rigorously Validating RTL on an FPGA or
ASIC

As discussed earlier, this case study uses a rigorously designed
testbench to perform positive and negative property runtime verification of the system.
The exact same testbench can be used in five test scenarios: (1) to
run the demonstrator at the model level in Linux; (2) to simulate
the Bluespec design in the Bluespec event-based simulator; (3) to
simulate the RTL in a Verilog simulator; (4) to execute the RTL on
an FPGA, and (5) to execute the testbench on a fabricated ASIC on
a test board. In this project, we did only (1) through (4), and did not
fabricate an ASIC or a test board.
This layering of runtime verification testing means that we are
performing multi-level bisimulation testing, answering the question
“Does every execution at each runtime verification level perform
identically?”.
For the purposes of our AES extension to RISC-V, this framework
is more than sufficient to provide high assurance of the implementation’s correctness. The reason we need not also use fuzzing or
automatically synthesized testbenches, as discussed in the previous section, is that we are using two powerful complementary
techniques to provide assurance. First, we are automatically synthesizing our implementation using the Bluespec BSV Compiler.
Second, and more importantly, we are formally reasoning about
the correctness of the BSV implementation and multiple firmware
C and LLVM implementations against independent Cryptol specifications, as discussed in section 3.2. In addition, there is good reason
to believe our implementation is correct given the nature of AES’s
design as a symmetric cipher (a topic we will not expand upon
here).

3.5

RISC-V ISA Formal Verification

The RISC-V ISA’s unencumbered availability, in addition to many of
the choices made in its design, provides an enormous opportunity
to those interested in developing or procuring high-assurance CPUs
that are correct and secure. The ISA’s small and modular design,
its fairly elegant design and semantics, and the early attention of
several formal methods research teams has led to a remarkable state
of affairs.
Active members of the RISC-V Foundation (Bluespec, Galois,
MIT, YoSys) have produced several mechanized formal specifications of the ISA’s semantics. We can automatically and interactively
use these specifications to compositionally reason about each instruction’s definition and implementation. We can use these formal
models to either simulate CPUs or automatically synthesize implementations.
None of this is normal. Never has a modern, commercially viable
CPU been in this remarkable situation. As such, it is now reasonable
for companies and governments to not merely care about assurance,
but demand it. Consequently, we believe that all RISC-V CPU and
extension developers should strive to provide formal assurance
cases.
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4

CONCLUSION

To the best of our knowledge, the work we have described here
represents the first public formally verified AES hardware implementation. The novelty of this work is that the formal verification is
wholly automated, is very fast (the verification takes only a few seconds), and the AES that is verified is the entire AES-128 algorithm
rather than just the innermost round function/feature exposed by
Intel’s AES-NI.
There are many opportunities for extensions to this work. First,
we intend to extend our synthesis capabilities to support direct
synthesis from Cryptol to hardware description languages (HDLs,
e.g., Verilog, VHDL, and BSV) in addition to languages such as C
and LLVM. Second, we intend to significantly extend our security
verification capability’s breadth (across product lines and HDLs)
and depth (between abstraction layers, from abstract models down
to RTL). We are also in the process of integrating multiple automatic
testbench generation and verification techniques.
One aspect of assurance that we did not explore in this work,
primarily because of time constraints, is verification that the synthesizable Verilog generated by the BSV compiler is correct with
respect to the source BSV (and, transitively, with respect to its
Cryptol specification). A verified BSV compiler could provide a
formal link between Cryptol and the synthesizable Verilog and, in
combination with existing hardware formal verification tools, could
extend the assurance case down to the gate level..
Our hope is that the foundations we have described here will
have an impact on both the standardization work of the RISC-V
Foundation and the correctness and security of commercial RISC-V
implementations. In particular, with regard to the Foundation, we
are contributing to the formal specification and security technical committees and intend to contribute in a similar fashion to
the vector extension, memory model, and compliance technical
committees. For industrial applications, we look forward to companies applying these formal verification capabilities to their unique
challenges.
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